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Japanese relations with Islam and Muslims have a much longer history than is commonly assumed. Most scholarship on Japanese-Middle East and Japanese-Muslim relations has focused on the modern period. Nevertheless, there is evidence that Persian visitors came to Japan as early as 736CE (Tenpyō hachi nen 天平8年). It has been postulated that some of these Persians were Syriac Christians, Zoroastrians, or Manichaeans, however, the historical sources do not provide details of their religious affiliation and therefore no definitive conclusions in regards to their religions can be made. This research note explores the visit and biography of a man who came to Japan some five and a half centuries later than these first Persian visitors, a man whom Hosaka Shuji notes was the first recorded Muslim visitor to Japan. This figure, known as Sādōulūdīng 撒都魯丁 in Chinese and Sadorotei in Japanese, came to Japan as part of an envoy sent by Khubilai Khan (1215-1294CE), the first ruler of the Yuán 元 dynasty (1271-1368CE), in 1275CE. Herein Sādōulūdīng’s biography and the significance of his visit to Japan will be explored.
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Who was Sādōulūding? The Primary Sources

Chinese sources tell us little about Sādōulūding. The *Yuán Shǐ* 元史 notes that following the defeat of the Mongol forces in the attempted invasion of Japan in the winter of 1274, an envoy carrying a letter was sent in the second month of the following year consisting of Dù Shìzhōng 杜世忠, official from the Ministry of Rites; Hé Wěnzhù 何文著, official from the Ministry of War; and Sādōulūding, chief planning consultant. However, after its dispatch the Yuán authorities failed to receive a report, and five years later, in 1280CE the members of the envoy were killed. The *Xīn Yuán Shǐ* 新元史, composed in the twentieth century by Kē Shàomín 柯劭忞 (1850-1933) as an attempt to correct numerous errors present in the *Yuán Shǐ*, provides a slightly different account. It notes that in the second month of 1275, an envoy consisting of an official from the Ministry of Rites, Dù Shìzhōng; an official from the Ministry of War, Hé Wěnzhù, the chief planning consultant, Sādōulūding; a Korean bureaucrat, Xū Zàn 徐贊; and some 30 staff members went to Japan in possession of a letter requesting friendly relations with the country. The envoy landed in the fourth month at Murotsu 室津 in Nagato 長門 Province (present day Yamaguchi Prefecture), and were transported to Daizaifu 太宰府 in Chikuzen 築前 Province (present-day Fukuoka Prefecture). In the eighth month, the governor of Daizaifu escorted the group to Kamakura. Then in the ninth month, envoy members Dù Shìzhōng, Hé Wěnzhù, Sādōulūding, Xū Zàn, and record keeper (scribe) Dǒng Wèi 董畏 were beheaded by Hōjō Tokumune 北條時宗 (1251-1284CE) at Tatsu no Kuchi 龍口. The *Yuán Shǐ* and *Xīn Yuán Shǐ* agree on several key points, which allow us to garner some details about Sādōulūding, namely his name, position, and execution. Both texts also note that the envoys were in possession of a letter. Sādōulūding’s position is described in both texts as *jìyì guān* 計議官 (J. Keigikan), an official in charge of arrangements or planning. The texts differ on the dating of the executions of Sādōulūding and the other envoy members; the *Yuán Shǐ* records the year 1280CE, meaning that Sādōulūding would have been in Japan for five years, whilst the *Xīn Yuán Shǐ* records the ninth month of 1275, meaning that he would have only spent five months in the country. The *Xīn Yuán Shǐ* is more accurate in this regard, as shall be illustrated below through comparison to Japanese primary sources and modern scholarship. The *Xīn Yuán Shǐ* also records the movements of the envoy in Japan from landing in Nagato to their execution at Tatsu no Kuchi, which if accurate
illustrates that Sādōulūding sojourned for approximately four months in Daizaifu.

Japanese sources provide further details on Sādōulūding. Verifying the account given in the Xin Yuán Shi, the Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki 鎌倉年代記裏書, completed in 1332, notes that the envoy landed at Murotsu Bay, Nagato Province, on the fifteenth day of the fourth month of 1275CE. In the eighth month, five envoy members were summoned to go to the Kantō 関東 region, and on the seventh of the ninth month they were beheaded at Tatsu no Kuchi. The five were:

1. The 34-year-old, Mongolian, official of the Ministry of Rites, Dù Shìzhōng.
2. The 38-year-old, Chinese, official of the Ministry of War, Hé Wénzhe 何文著.
3. The 32-year-old, chéng shì láng 承仕郎 (J. shōjirō/jōjirō), Uyghur, Muslim servant, Dūlūding 都魯丁.
4. The 32-year-old, scribe from the country of Xūnwèi 薰畏, Guo 果/果. 
5. The 33-year-old, Korean, translator Jiāng Xü 將徐.

The text then records preparations for a future invasion by Yuán forces. On several occasions the Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki provides different names and details to the Chinese sources. Sādōulūding’s name is incorrectly rendered as Dūlūding. According to the text, Sādōulūding was 32 at the time of his execution; he held the rank chéng shì láng, was a fuifuī 回々/回回 (C. huíhuí), and a fuifuī yōnin 回々用人 (C. huíhuí yòngrén). The term chéng shì 承仕 (J. shōji/jōji) refers to a person who oversees equipment such as carpeting and folding doors during ceremonies and rituals, and dresses in the style of a monk or priest. The addition of the term láng 郎 (J. rō) used in various terms to indicate different kinds of bureaucratic rank likely indicates that Sādōulūding was the official in charge the aforementioned ceremonial equipment overseeing. This does not necessarily conflict with the position of jìyì guān listed in Chinese sources, although it does provide greater specificity as to the sort of planning that Sādōulūding may have been involved in. The fact that the writers describe Sādōulūding as a chéng shì láng, a role which was undertaken by people in priestly or monkish attire (J. Sōgyō no mono 僧形の者), likely points to the exoticism with which this visitor was viewed and the ways in which he was demarked by his differing behaviour and appearance in comparison to other envoy members. The
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term may also suggest that Sādōulūding wore religious clothing or attire which evoked the image of religiosity for the Japanese authors. The further role of yōnin 用人 (C. yòngrén) likely indicates that he was a servant or assistant of some description.23

The text uses the descriptor fuifui on two occasions to refer to Sādōulūding, firstly as a prenominal description of the figure, and secondly in the term fuifui yōnin.24 The term fuifui can refer to members of the Huízú 回族 (J. Kaizoku) ethnic group; those who reside in the Níngxià 宁夏 region of China; Islam; or certain countries in Central Asia.25 Scholars have argued that Sādōulūding was a Uyghur26 or an Arab,27 but I would caution against indiscriminately labelling him as such. There are links between the term fuifui (C. huíhuì) and the genesis of the terms Huìjiào 回教 (J. Kaikyō, E. Islam) and Huígǔ 回鹘 (J. Kaikotsu), which refers to the Uyghur ethnic group.28 However, according to Lo Jung-pang, though the term referred predominantly to Muslims it also acted as a general term for the peoples of Central Asia.29 Moreover, as Xu Xin notes, the term once referred to all western Asian, Middle Eastern, and European peoples, and with the use of various prefixes and suffixes the three Abrahamic traditions.30 To further complicate this issue, the Yuán Shi uses the term in various senses. The term is regularly used in a way that clearly does not refer to Uyghurs, for instance when it is used in lists of different nationalities in which descriptors for Uyghurs such as Huígǔ,31 Wèiwù 畏兀 (E. Qocho) and Wèiwùer 畏吾兒 (E. Qocho) also appear as separate entities.32 On other occasions, the term adopts a general meaning used alongside the races of Mongols (C. Ménggǔ 蒙古) and Han Chinese (C. Hànrén 漢人)34 to describe a third racial category present in Yuán society. At other times, geographic specificity is offered through the application of locational prefixes allowing the term to denote specific huíhuì groups.35 Such usage illustrates that the term is not necessarily synonymous with the term Uyghur, but moreover that it may be used as a general descriptor for non-Mongol and non-Han sections of Yuán society. Moreover, if we accept the argument that the country of Xūnwèi used in reference to Guō in the Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki is a reference to Uyghur territories, as Tsuji Zennosuke, P. Y. Saeki and Kuwata Tadachika assert,36 then we must also assume that the term fuifui refers to a different identity, as is the case when terms related to Uyghurs and the term huíhuì are used in close proximity in the Yuán Shì. Michael Dillon notes that contemporaneous accounts almost always refer to Central Asians as Muslims by using the term huíhuì and related vocabulary.37 Similarly, the
Ben Cao Gang Mu Dictionary notes that the term usually refers to Muslims, but may also bear a geographical connotation referring to areas of northwestern China and Central Asia.\textsuperscript{38} Given all of this, it appears that references to huíhuí in the Yuán Shi identify said people primarily as Muslims with possible connotations of being Central Asian, Western Asian or Uyghur. As such, I would argue that whilst the term fuifui denotes that Sādōulūding was likely a Muslim, it cannot be used to identify his race beyond a general suggestion that he was likely from Central Asia, Western Asia, or Uyghur territory. Moreover, if we accept the postulation that Xūnwèi is a reference to Uyghur territory, it is unlikely that Sādōulūding was a Uyghur as we would then expect the same terminology to be used. Since the text does not contextually refer to the religious affiliations of other envoy members, it might be possible that the term fuifui is to be understood primarily as an ethnic or racial category, however, as the descriptor is used twice (once to describe his personage and once to describe his role) it would seem likely that at least one iteration refers to his religious identity since repetition of his ethnicity or race in such close proximity would be unnecessary. Nevertheless, it is also apparent that contemporaneously religious identities were often treated as ethnic or racial categories, since the distinctions between ethnicity, race, and religious identity familiar to us in the modern world had not yet been developed.\textsuperscript{39} In other words, the term Muslim (J. fuifui) was not only a religious categorization but an ethnic and racial one.

The Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki contains material absent in other documents. It records different names and roles for the envoy members. However, it also agrees with the Xin Yuán Shi in terms of the order and timing of events. Whilst the Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki appears to be the most detailed historical source, it is the Dai Nihonshi大日本史 (written from the seventeenth to the early twentieth Century) that appears to be the most accurate, since it was composed with reference to numerous local, national, Chinese, and Japanese records. There are two passages concerning Sādōulūding in the Dai Nihonshi. The first appears in volume 201, and notes that an envoy from Yuán China consisting of Dù Shìzhōng, Hé Wénzhù, Sādōulūding, and others landed in Murotsu, Nagato in 1275.\textsuperscript{40} The envoy was sent to Kamakura at the command of Hōjō Tokimune 北条時宗 (1251-1284CE), where all its members were beheaded.\textsuperscript{41} The second reference appears in the 243rd volume, in which further details pertaining to the envoy are conveyed. It notes that in the fourth month of 1275, an official from the Ministry of Rites, Dù Shizhōng; an official from the Ministry of War, Hé Wénzhù, and their chief planning consultant, Chèdōulūding
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撤都魯丁（a misprint or alternative rendering of Sādōulūding），brought a letter from Yuán China seeking to establish good relations.\(^42\) It continues to record that in the eighth month, Dù Shizhōng, Hé Wénzhù, Chèdōulūding, and two others were sent to Kamakura, and finally in the ninth month they were executed by Hōjō Tokimune.\(^43\) The Dai Nihonshi therefore allows us to corroborate details given in other sources, namely that Sādōulūding was a jiīyī guān, that the group landed in Murotsu carrying a letter, that the group was sent to Kamakura in the eighth month, and were executed in the ninth month.

There are other potentially useful primary sources which may be used to explore the figure of Sādōulūding. The Hōjō Kudaiki 北条九代記 (1676CE) radically differs from other sources arguing that the envoy was not executed, but sent back to China.\(^44\) Yet it does not refer to Sādōulūding by name.\(^45\) The Zenrin Kokuhōki 善隣国宝記 (1470CE) provides a similar account, but in agreement with the Yuán Shī notes that the envoy was executed in 1280CE.\(^46\) Hayashi Razan 林羅山 (1583-1657CE) and Hayashi Gahō’s 林鵞峰 (1618-1688) Honchō Tsugan 本朝通鑑 (1670CE) records many of the same details as other documents including the landing in Murōtsu, sojourning in Daizaifu, movement to Kantō, and execution of five envoy members at Tatsu no Kuchi by Hōjō Tokimune.\(^47\)

Comparing the details given in all the foregoing sources, there are several key points that we are able to ascertain about Sādōulūding. The Yuán Shī, Xin Yuán Shī and Dai Nihonshi all refer to him as holding the position of jiīyī guān, an official in charge of planning, arrangements, or consultation, and due to the agreement between these sources we can assume that this description is historically accurate. The Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki describes him as a chéng shì láng (J. shōjirō/jōjirō) and fuifui yonin, which as noted does not necessarily conflict with accounts which describe him as a jiīyī guān, but may suggest that he was of lower rank than described in the Yuán Shī, Xin Yuán Shī and Dai Nihonshi. The account of the Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki may also point to the religious nature with which Sādōulūding was viewed, since the role of chéng shì láng was undertaken by those who wore monkish attire. The account moreover suggests that he was a Muslim through its use of the descriptor fuifui. A second point that finds agreement across multiple sources (the Xin Yuán Shī, Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki, Dai Nihonshi, and Honchō Tsugan) is that the envoy landed at Murotsu in Nagato Province. It also seems likely that the envoy spent some time in Daizaifu since this is mentioned in the Xin Yuán Shī, Hōjō Kudaiki,
Honchō Tsugan, and Zenrin Kokuhōki. The envoy was sent to Kamakura in the eighth month and executed in the ninth month at Tatsu no Kuchi (as attested to by the Xin Yuán Shī, Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki, Dai Nihonshi and Honchō Tsugan). Most sources also agree that the envoy was carrying a letter.

To summarize, Sādōul몬딩, an official in charge of planning or arrangements, arrived in Japan as part of a letter bearing envoy at Murotsu in Nagato Province in early 1275CE. After briefly sojourning in Daizaifu he was sent with other envoy members (between three and five persons) to Kamakura in the eighth month of 1275CE, and was subsequently executed in the ninth month at Tatsu no Kuchi. Since he is described as a fuifui in the Kamakura Nendaiki Uragaki it is possible to suggest that he was a Muslim.

Sādōulمونding’s Name

The descriptor fuifui likely indicates that Sādōulمونding was a Muslim, but this is not conclusive evidence due to the term’s multiple potential meanings and its appearance in only one of the primary sources. Sādōulمونding’s name allows us to garner details about his personage and religious identity. Sādōulمونding is the Chinese rendering of the name Sadr al-Dīn. The name, which translates as “person at the forefront or head of their faith,” points to Muslim parentage. Several figures in the Yuán Shī have names which include the element al-Dīn (C. Lüding 魯丁), including two figures named Fakhr al-Din (C. Fāhélुding 法合魯丁 and Fāhlu 몬ding 法忽鲁丁), the astronomer Jamal al-Din (C. Zhāmlुding 扎馬魯丁), and another Sādōulمونding 撒都魯丁 who was executed in China alongside others in 1290 or 1291. Other possible renderings of the element al-Dīn also existed in contemporaneous China including Žerdų 兒丁, Lāđing 刺丁 and others. Đing 丁 has since become a common Islamic surname. Those who adopted the name settled in Shandong 山東 and Guangxi廣西, whilst some of those who adopted the name were originally from the north-western part of China. In the Yuán period, many people with the name al-Dīn were Persian or of Persian ancestry (although it must be noted that some were Turks). Indeed, the aforementioned Jamal al-Din and his son Fakhr al-Din were Persians. This makes sense since al-Dīn is a name of Persian origin, and Şadr al-Dīn was a popular name in contemporaneous Persia. As such I would suggest that there is a strong possibility that the Sādōulمونding (Şadr al-Dīn) who visited Japan was a Persian or of Persian ancestry, although Arabian ancestry or an ancestry linked to north-western
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China are also possibilities. Moreover, the figure’s name clearly distinguishes him as a Muslim.

**The Importance of Sādōulūding’s Visit**

Sādōulūding’s visit to Japan is little more than an interesting historical episode, but the events in which he was involved and his death did not lack influence. In his classical study, Nakaba Yamada argues that with the executions “the government of Japan assumed a state of complete hostility to Kublai’s empire,” making the second Mongol invasion of Japan in 1281CE an inevitability. The primary sources also attest to this result with the *Yuán Shì*, for instance, noting that the commanders of the first invasion Xīndū 忻都 and Hong Dagu 洪茶丘 (C. Hóng Cháqiū) held meetings regarding Japan in the wake of the executions. Shortly thereafter the Chinese commander from the first invasion, Fàn Wénhŭ 范文虎, was invited to discuss the invasion of Japan, and then began recruiting soldiers for that purpose.

In other words, the execution of the envoys was a major contributing factor in the second Mongol invasion of Japan in 1281CE. The executions also had influence on the work of contemporaneous thinkers. One of the earliest sources to refer to the executions, a letter written in 1275CE by the Buddhist monk and founder of Nichiren Buddhism (J. Nichirenshū 日蓮宗), Nichiren 日蓮(1222-1282CE), uses the execution of the envoys as a theological tool. Nichiren notes that it is pitiful that whilst the innocent envoys were executed, those who are the real enemies of the country (Buddhists of other schools of thought) are allowed to live. The executions of the envoys therefore appear to have had direct political results and were repurposed for Nichiren’s theological purposes. It is only the fact that Mongol ambassadors were executed that influenced Japanese and Mongol-Chinese responses, not the specific people who were killed.

As far as can be ascertained Sādōulūding is the first Muslim to have ever set foot on Japanese soil. This fact is little known, and most histories of Islam in Japan begin with the establishment of Ottoman-Japanese relations in the late nineteenth century. The fact that a Muslim visited Japan centuries earlier than is commonly assumed and well before members of the other Abrahamic faiths illustrates the need to reassess commonly accepted historiographical chronologies. This research note seeks to provide one starting point for such a reassessment. Sādōulūding’s visit is also potentially important for Japanese and non-Japanese Muslims in Japan who through a knowledge of Sādōulūding are able to claim a history in the country which predates the presence of Christianity and matches the length of
Nichiren Buddhism. Perhaps most importantly, Sādōulūding’s visit must be used alongside other historical sources to demonstrate that foreigners, both Muslim and non-Muslim, have contributed to Japanese history. This is becoming increasingly important as many in Japan double down on political policies and academic and popular discourses which view the country as contemporarily and historically closed. In summation, while Sādōulūding’s role in Japanese history was limited, the envoy of which he was a member had real political effects. Furthermore, knowledge of his visit is potentially important for challenging contemporary political discourses, for the identity formation of Japanese and non-Japanese Muslims, and as a starting point for questioning commonly accepted Japanese and global historiographical chronologies.
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